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To Win Victory In The Revolution
We Must Establish

The Revolutionary Authority

OUR great Indian revolution IS advancing irresistibly.
The flames of armed peasant revolution are already raging
in nine States of our great motherland. The basis of our
Party has been established in all the States and the Red
political power has appeared on the soil of our country, the

, red banner of which is flying high in Srikakulam.
In its irresistible onward march the great Indian revolu-

tion has 'not only provided us with extremely valuable
experience and lessons, it has at the same time produced
great heroes of the new era, the successors of the
glorious tradition of the long anti.imperialist struggle of
our great country, and genuine communists imbued with
Mao Tsetung Thought and reared by the teachings of our
respected and belove.d leader Comrade Charu Malumdar, ? I
heroes who have laid down their lives in the struggle
a.gainst revisionism, and native and foreign reactionaries.

The onward march of the great Indian revolution is
making the :prospect of our victory brighter with every
passing day but we are, at the same time, called upon to
pay an increasingly heavy prIce for this, and we have to
pay t,his price. Chairman Mao has taught us that we must
give something in return for what we get. The happiness of
millions of people can be won only by sacrificing the lives
of a few. This is precisely the law of dialectical develop-
ment of history. As we think of these great martyrs we are
"moved to song and tears." While we cannot but mourn
the death of our class brothers it fills our hearts with pride
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"It goes without saying that the first attempt at
redivision is bound to be followed by a second att'empt.
preparations for which are already under way in the
imperialist camp.

"It is scarcely to be doubted that a second attempt at
redivision will cost world capitalism much dearer than
the first:' (Report to the Seventh Plenum of ECCI,
December 7, 1926)

Stalin had thus predicted the result of the Second
World War well a decade before the war started. And we
now know how correct he was.

Hence the Third World War for which imperialism
and social~imperialism are feverishly making preparations
would cost them much dearer this time.

Comrade Lin Piao has very sharply drawn our attention
saying, "Whether the war gives rise to' revolution .or
revolution prevents the war, U.S. imperialism and SovIet
revisionism will not last long."

With this confidence, let us redouble our vigilance.
iet us make ideological and material preparations to
con-front a war of aggression with a revolutionary
people's war. Let every inch of the Indian soil turn into
a graveyard for imperialism, social-imperialism and
reactionaries.

I
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NewTactic of Revisionism
,'/ Comrade Charu Majumdar has pointed out: "Today,

after the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution, re..-isionism
-.-;. ~

which has turned into social-imperiali~, has become the
enemy of every revolution. That is why 00 revolution in
any country can win victory without fighting revisionism."
The great, glorious and correct Communist Party of China
has pointed out: "The Soviet revisionist renegade clique-
the centre of modern revisionism-is heading for total
bankruptcy at an accelerated tempo, Khrushchov the clown,
who swaggered like So conquering hero not long ago, is now

consolidating the gains of that revolution through th&
historic Ninth National Congress.

Our revolution will also have to go through severe
trials. The great, glorious and correct Communist Party
of China has given the directive: "heighten our 'figiJance",
"the principles of uself-reliance" and "hard struggle" set
forth by Chairman Mao should be put into practice in
every province, every county, every basic unit and every
undertaking" and "the people of. the world must heighten
their revolutionay vigilance a hundredfold I",W\, mus,
be fully prepared both ideologically and materially.
The centralized leadership of the Party must be strena:tbened."
(Our emphasis)

To be able to carry out this instruction we must be
prepared for more arduous struggle and more bitter sacri-
fice, and must go forward by laying down many more revolu-
tionary lives, There is no easy way to achieve our goal, no
shortcut .to avoid these hardships. We must know the
enemy better and more concretely and heighten our
revolutionary vigilance every moment against the possibility

1

0f all the attacks of. the enemy both open and secret. And
J the sole condition for being able to do this is to estab-

lish firmly the revolutionary authority at every level of
the Party and at every stage of the revolutionary struggle,
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a heap of dirt beneath the contempt of mankind." The
real face of modern revisionism is increasingly getting
exposed in various countries of the world with the passage
of time. That is why modern revisionism has begun to
adopt new and more subtle tricks both internationally and
nationally to meet the requirements of imperialism. Today,
modern' revisionism in its new form appears on the stage
with the name of Chairman Mao on its lips and dons
the deceptive cloak of allegiance to the Communist Party
of China.

The excellent situation of world revolution and the
tremendous advance of the great Indian revolution have
frightened and struck panic in the hearts of the imperial-
ists and their domestic lackeys. Realizing that they
cannot prevent the revolution from adyancingby
"encirclement and suppression" alone, they have ordered
their loyal lackey-revision ism-to create confusion inside
the revolutionary Party and among the revolutionary
masses and to try to divert their attention from the main
task.

l Acting under orders from their mas~ers individuals ~ike
J 'Asit Sen, Parimal Dasgupta, T. Nagl Reddy, Kunmkal

Narayanan and Utpal Dutta, and groups like "Dakshin
Desh" have started their foul business in our country,
while'in the international field it is being done by the new-
type revisionists donning the cloak of revolutionaries.

In some cases their actions are quite apparent and clear
and they attack us openly but in many other cases they do
it quite subtly sometimes using the name of our Party and
even by pretending to support our Party line.

In their periodicals they attack us and the theme is
t/ invariably this: The CPI(M-L) is not following Chairman

Mao. Their main target of attack is Comrade Charuif Maiumdar, who, according to them, is acting in a way
which runs counter to Mao Tsetung Thought. They draw
analogy by quoting passages from the worh of Chairman
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Ma~ arbitrarily and demand that things should happen III
India exactly in the same way as they did in China. The
want to. find similarities between the China of 1927 an~
the India of 1969. But this is never possible, neither now
nor later.

. This is how they attack our Party from outside. A
~lmu1taneous attack is also being launched within the Party
l~ a more subtle way. It consists in creating mutual/1 dlstrus.t among the Party comrades, and weakening the

• authonty of the Party, that is, the authority of Comrade
, / Charu Ma;rumdar by such talks as: 'Comrade Charu
j I Majumdar is all right and, of course, we follow him. But

as for the th . I 'o ers, Wesimp y do not recognize, them, not to
speak .of following them.' And of course, there is no dearth
of arbitrary quotations in this case ~lso. Just at a time

Iwhen the battlecry of revolution is: "Have faith in the
. masses ~~d have faith in the Party", they are raising the

~ry of. doub~ ever!thing". Their subtlety is turning
l~creasm~ly mto vile devilry aimed at confusing the
simple-mlllded comrades and leading them astray. Basing
on the theory that the "development of things should be seen
as their internal and necessary se)f.movement"-the a'th' . m III

Illg III materialist philosophy-Chairman Mao has s 'd ."c . al .
o~muDlsts must always go into the whys and wherefores of

anythIng, use their own heads and carefully think over whether
or not it corresponds to reality and is really well-founded •
on •no account should they follow blindly and encourag;
laVIshness."

~

?o~pletelY distorting tbis vitally important in~truction
of Chairman Mao's they are introducing into the Party
the slogan: "doubt everything", This is a fascist slogan

. It ~as Hitler who preached "trust none but yourself." A;
a time when in our struggle against the ferocious enemy:re ne~d .m?st of all a fraternal unity in the Party based on
l~on dlSc,lp~llle, this slogan renders the Party passive and
disarms It m face of the enemy, exposes the Party organi-
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mtion before the enemy and nullifies this teaching of
Chairman Mlto's: "We hail from all corners of the conntry
and haTe joined together for a commonrevolutionary objec-
tiTe.... Our cadres must show concern for every soldier, and
all people in the revolutionary ranks biust care for each"Other,
must love and help each other."

All of them have the same objective. Summing up th8
experience of the practice of the Indian revolution Comrad8

il. Charu Majumdar taught us in April, 1969, the method to
'I expand the guerrilla warfare in the Indian conditions. H8

pointed out that this method consists in forming guerrilla
squads under the leadership of the poor and landles8

. , peasants and annihilating the class enemy (the feudal
( \ class and its agents). The tremendous significa.nce of this
j I teaching of Comrade Charu Majumdar's has already been

demonstrated in Srikakulam and by the rapid expansion of
guerrilla. war in eight States of India. It is the great credU.,'{ 1of Comrade Charu Matumdar that he has successfully
applied Vice-Chairman Lin's famous theory of guerrilla
war in the Indian conditions. This is a matter of great prid8
for us and has been upheld time and again by the inter-

,/ national communist leadership-the great, glorious and
eorrect Communist Party of China with Chairma.n Mao as
its leader and Vice-Chairman Lin as its deputy leader.
This is the way to overthrow feudalism in India and march
forward to seize political power by armed force, the way
to lay the foundation for the successful completion of the
democratic revolution, and to ensure the destruction of
imperialism, social-imperialism, bureaucrat capital and
feudalism. ThIS is precisely why the revisionists hav8

/ taken it up as their most sa.cred task to concentrate their

I
attack 9.gainst this revolutionary line. Their battlecry is
what their masters have laid down for them: "Spare no
efforts to stop this battle of annihilation."

They cannot afford to do it openly or they would b8
8xposed. So they are resorting to all sorts of subterfuges
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Establishment f R .
Condition ;or t::~:::;~~:YA~::::tr~:V~:i:~~s~nIY

There can be no revolution w' h
authority. The history of th It out a revolutionary
Communist Party of Ch 0 he great, glorious and correct
I 0 ma sows us how th Cho
UtIOnbegan to win s e mese revo-UCCessto the ext t Ch 0

revolutionary auth 't en aIrman Mao's, on y was established d
authonty was fully established at t an : how after his
193fi, the Chinese r I t' he TsunYI conference inevo u IOn surged f .
-overcoming both th R 0 ht orward Irresistibly

e Ig and the ultra-Left deviations. '
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a~eas and the encirclement of the citi
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-co oma and s 'f

\
ff and for the colonial countries alike TemI- eudal countrie

\
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it carries quotations from Chairman Mao also. Wherein
lies its devilish trickery T All the dirty tactics that the
revisionists are capable of employing have been nsed in
it and it provides a measure of the extent to which they

II can degenerate. -Let us consider ll. few of their tricks.
(1) There are in it any number of quotations from the

l' writings of Comr~de Charu M~tumdar but his name has
\ not been mentioned anywhere. This means only one thing-

/ defy the revolutionary authority. (2) On page 12 it says:
"aft,er this comes the annihilation of the class enemy
through guerrilla action", but immediately after this, on
page 13, it hastens to add "the guerrilla unit is equipped
with the modern weapons captured from the class enemy."
Thi~ is nothing but to deliberately create confusion about

I who are our class enemies, and thus basically, to put
J obstacles in the way of the battle of annihilation. (3) On
page 21 it quotes Lenin to the effect that whoever rejects
the slogan of revolution and democratic dictatorship, of a
revolutionary army and of a revolutionary government and
revolutionary peasant association is pitifully incapable of
understanding the revolutionary work. On page 28 there
is a quotation from Chairman Mao that every communist
must be a friend of the masses in a mass movement, and
so on. This is nothing but an attempt to attract people

I towards open mass organizations and mass movements.

I
This new-type revisionism has become active in the

international field also. Its cry IS : follow Chairman Mao
but reject Lin Piao ; it is all right to accept the Chinese

I revolution, but only upeo that and no farther, and refuse to
treat the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution (which is
the third great revolution of world-wide importance) as
anything more than a mere internal affair of China.

Why are the new-type revisionists resorting to this
/ tactic r The reason for this is Comrade Lin Piao's famous

thesis that Chairman Mao Tsetung's theory of people's
war and the establishment of rural revolutiona.ry base

I
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reviews his work in the light of Comrade Charu Ma,iumdar's il
( article "March Forward By Summing Up the Experiencef of the Peasant Revolutionary Struggle of India" Weshall

find how at different times and in different ways we
f"iolated, -knowingly or unknowingly, the instructions of
Comrade Charu Majumdar and invariably got stuck, and 7' I
the revolutionary struggle suffered as a result of this.

, Even today, when the Party leadership and the rank and

1
file are unanimous about guerrilla struggle, we still suffer
from confusion and vacilla~ion regarding the rela~ion between
mass struggle and guernlla struggle andthelt respective
importance, are still yielding to the tendency towards econo_
mism in approaching every class and section of the people
in spite of Comrade Charu Majumdar's repeated instructions ::;I
to the contrary, are still proving unable to integrate our-
selves with the poor and landless peasants in spite of
Comrade Charu Majumdar's repeated instructions, are still (f
proving unable to promote the poor and landless peasants to
leading positions in the Party, to give expression to the
intense class hatred against the feudal class in our writings,
songs and speeches, which shows that the poor and
landless peasants, who have taken upon their shoulders
the heavy burden of carrying forward the great Indian
revolution, are still not able to influence our consciousness.

Today, the situation is such that if we are to advance
the revolution in face of the attacks of revisionism and the
reactionaries, we must conscientiously and seriously wage a
struggle fo establish the revolutionary authority of Comrade
Charu Ma,iumdar. Our slogan is; "Internationally, we J /
must follow Chairman Mao, Vice-Chairman Lin Piao and
the great, glorious and correct Communist Party of China
a.s well as the world-lessons of the Great Proletarian
Cultural Revolution, nationally, we must be loyal to
Chairman Mao, Vice-Chairman Lin Piao, and the
Communist Party of China and must fully accept the
revolutionary authority of the leadership of Comrade C1,J.aru

L-Feb.4
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Dawn of the Victory of the
Indian Revolution

FOLLOWING is an article entitled "Dawn of the Victory
of the Indian Revolution," written by the workers' commen-
tator group of the Lanchow od refinery.

Under the leadership of the Communist Party of India
(Marxist-Leninist) and holding high the banner "it is right
to rebel against reactionaries," the Indian revolutionary
people are taking up arms to rebel against the reactionaries
()f India. From the first shot of armed struggle fired at
Naxalbari valley to the revolutionary action of violence in
Srikakulam, the spring thunders of revolution are reverbera.
ting through the v\tst land of India. The roaring :flam(s of
the revolutionary armed struggle that have now spread to
eight States of India are raging ever more swiftly and
vigorously, Under the leadership of the Communist Party
()f India (Marxist-Leninist), vanguard of the Indian
working class, the armed peasant masses have seized guns,
foodgrains and land from the landlords, punished despotic
landlords and corrupt officials guilty of the most heinous
.crimes and ambushed the reactionary police and landlord
.armed forces engaged in "encirclement and suppression."
With vigour and vitality, they are carrying out agrarian
revolution and guerrilla warfare in the countryside and
seizing political power by armed force, thus opening up a
vigorous and completely new situation for the Indian
revolution. The revolutionafY situation in India is
excellent!

To wage armed struggle and follow the road of seizing
Political power by armed force under the leadership of the
proletariat is the only correct road that will lead the Indian
l'evolution to victory.

The great leader Chairman Mao teaches us : "The seizure
1)fpower by armed force, the settlement of lb. issue by war,
is the central task and the bjghe~t form of revolution. This
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